THE SIMILARS
by Rebecca Hanover
Facing a wrenching junior year after the death of her best friend, Emma is shocked when her friend is illegally cloned six times, a mystery that leads Emma to uncover a dark truth about her prestigious school.

UNNATURAL DISASTERS
by Jeff Hirsch
A group of teens struggle to survive when attacks by an unknown terrorist organization throw the entire planet into chaos.

THE HIVE
by Barry Lyga
In a future where online comments are monitored by the Hive and are met with terrible consequences, Cassie is forced to go on the run after she posts an edgy joke.

ONCE & FUTURE
by Amy Rose Capetta
Resets the Arthurian legend in outer space, with King Arthur reincarnated as seventeen-year-old Ari, a female king whose quest is to stop a tyrannical corporate government, aided by a teenage Merlin.

THE LAST VOYAGE OF POE BLYTHE
by Allyson Braithwaite Condie
A teen captain of her Outpost’s last mining ship targets a band of thieves before the activities of an unknown traitor make her question how far she is willing to go for revenge.

A CRASH OF FATE
by Zoraida Córdova
Thirteen years after her parents’ death and her departure from Batuu, Izzy, now a low-level smuggler, returns to her childhood planet, where she reconnects with her former best friend Jules, who has never left their homeworld.

A CRASH OF FATE
by Zoraida Córdova

WAR GIRLS
by Tochi Onyebuchi
A tale set in a Black Panther-inspired Nigeria follows the experiences of two sisters in a 22nd-century world devastated by war and climate change who fight against violence and political unrest to secure a safe and peaceful life together.
**Angel Thieves: A Novel**
by Kathi Appelt
The diverse perspectives of an ocelot, a slave and an angel thief are united across time through themes of freedom, hope, and faith.

**The End and Other Beginnings**
by Veronica Roth
A collection of six short stories imagines future lands brimming with new technologies and beings, where in spite of advanced capabilities, people are forced to confront deeply troubling human problems.

**Mind Games**
by Shana Silver
When Arden, who has the ability to hack memories and upload them to others, realizes that her own memories have been removed, she must find the person responsible.

**The Weight of the Stars**
by Kayla Ancrum
After a horrific accident brings loners Ryann and Alexandria together, Ryann learns that Alexandria's mother is an astronaut who volunteered for a one-way trip to the edge of the solar system.

**Come Find Me**
by Megan Miranda
Told in two voices, Kennedy Jones and Nolan Chandler are drawn together by strange signals related to family tragedies, and find they are more connected than they could have imagined.

**Aurora Rising**
by Amie Kaufman
Told in separate voices, eighteen-year-old Tyler Jones, top graduate of Aurora Academy, and a group of misfits and troublemakers embark on their first mission with Auri, a stowaway from the distant past.

**The Pioneer**
by Bridget Tyler
Joining a band of pioneers to build a colony on a distant planet, Jo finds her efforts to start over thrown into chaos by the revelation of a secret that threatens everything the pioneers have worked to achieve.

**Wilder Girls**
by Rory Power
Friends Hetty, Byatt, and Reece go to extremes trying to uncover the dark truth about the mysterious disease that has had them quarantined on a Maine island.

**Queen's Shadow**
by E. K. Johnston
Asked by her successor to become Naboo's representative in the Galactic Senate, Padmé Naberrie enlists the help of her handmaidens to navigate treacherous politics.

**The Last 8**
by Laura Pohl
Clover Martinez, a young survivor of an alien invasion that has killed everyone she knows, learns that other teen survivors are hiding at the former Area 51.

**Contagion**
by Teri Terry
Kidnapped after her rare survival of an epidemic triggered by a biological experiment gone wrong, a teen endures torturous experiments before escaping and joining a group of kids looking for a cure.

**The Apokeslypse of Elena Mendoza**
by Shaun David Hutchinson
Elena, the first scientifically confirmed virgin birth, acquires the ability to heal by touch, the same year that people start disappearing in beams of light, causing her to wonder if she is bringing about the Apocalypse.

**Aurora Rising: The Queen of the Water**
by P. C. Cast
A girl with the ability to talk to plants and a star quarterback with night vision discover their identities as the first in a group of genetically enhanced teens who have been given the ability to bond with the elements.

**The Dysasters**
by Rosie Thor
The son of a tyrannical commissioner searches for an elusive distributor of black-market medical technology, while a skilled assassin risks her heart to uncover the commissioner's dangerous secrets.